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PRW-3500Y-1AER 
The new PRO TREK with water-resistance up to 20 bar  

 

 
Norderstedt, February 2015 – Outdoor and mountaineering enthusiasts rely on 
watches for orientation wherever they are, because extreme conditions call for 
extreme technology. The latest PRO TREK model fits seamlessly into the series and is 
an impressive companion, even in difficult situations. 
 
The new PRW-3500Y-1AER model is a reliable as well as 
stylish companion for all outdoor experts. Aesthetically 
simple at first glance – but when you take a closer look, 
the new PRO TREK brings a well-engineered and 
sophisticated show of colours to light. The rich dark 
blue of the side operating elements is reflected in the 
bezel and other details on the watch, while the case and 
wristband are kept in black.  
 
The PRW-3500Y-1AER also features a robust look. The 
rotating bezel is made from metal, and the compass rose 
emphasises its features with distinctive wind directions.  
 
Just as with the predecessor model, the PRW-3500Y is also 
equipped with the latest generation of Triple Sensors – the 
state-of-the-art digital compass, altimeter and thermometer/barometer all have room in this 
small space and provide data reliably, efficiently and quickly. The large, clear digital display, 
which is kept in black and white, enables data to be comfortably read in any weather 
conditions. 
 
But as you would expect, the new PRO TREK is equipped with even more functions: radio 
reception in EU, USA, Japan and China, sunrise and sunset time display, stopwatch, 
countdown timer and five alarms are always at your disposal. The Tough Solar technology 
ensures independence from a power supply for up to 23 months. A special feature of the 
PRW-3500Y is its water-resistance up to 20 bar, making it an ideal companion for many 
outdoor sports such as hiking, climbing, mountain biking or also fishing.  
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The PRW-3500Y-1AER is now available at selected watch stockists and includes the 
following features: 

 
• Super Full Auto LED light  
• Low-Temperature-resistant (–10°C)  
• Solar-powered  
• Radio signal reception in EU, USA, Japan, China 
• Barometer  
• Thermometer  
• Digital compass  
• Altimeter and altitude addition with data memory 
• Sunrise and sunset display  
• World time function  
• Stopwatch function  
• Countdown timer  
• Five daily alarms and snooze function  
• Automatic calendar  
• 12-/24-hour display  
• Mineral crystal  
• Resin case and wristband  
• Battery level indicator  
• Water-resistant up to 20 bar  

 
 

ABOUT PRO TREK: 
Under extreme conditions, advanced, reliable and easy-to-use technology is worth its weight 
in gold, no matter where the adventure takes us. Demanding outdoor fans appreciate Casio’s 
PRO TREK series: the tough outdoor watches accompany their owners in all situations 
between mountain tops and sea level with a digital compass, altimeter, barometer, 
thermometer and many more practical functions. 
 
 
Further information on PRO TREK and the company can be found at www.protrek.eu and 
www.casio-europe.com. 
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